This study focuses on acquisition of commonsense knowledge. A previous study proposed a commonsense knowledge base completion (CKB completion) method that predicts a confidence score of triplet-style knowledge for improving the coverage of CKBs. To improve the accuracy of CKB completion and expand the size of CKBs, we formulate a new commonsense knowledge base generation task (CKB generation) and propose a joint learning method that incorporates both CKB completion and CKB generation. Experimental results show that the joint learning method improved completion accuracy and the generation model created reasonable knowledge. Our generation model could also be used to augment data and improve the accuracy of completion.
Introduction
Knowledge bases (KBs) are a kind of information network, and they have been applied to many natural language processing tasks such as question answering (Yang and Mitchell, 2017; Long et al., 2017) and dialog tasks (Young et al., 2018) . In this paper, we focus on commonsense knowledge bases (CKBs). Commonsense knowledge is also referred to as background knowledge and is used in natural language application tasks that require reasoning based on implicit knowledge. For example, machine comprehension tasks that need commonsense reasoning have been proposed very recently (Lin et al., 2017; Ostermann et al., 2018) . In particular, Wang et al. (2018) used commonsense knowledge provided by ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) to efficiently resolve ambiguities and infer implicit information.
Information in CKB is represented in RDFstyle triples ⟨t 1 , r, t 2 ⟩, where t 1 and t 2 are arbitrary words or phrases, and r ∈ R is a relation between t 1 and t 2 . For example, ⟨go to restaurant, subevent, order food⟩ means "order food" happens as a subevent of "go to restaurant". Although researchers have developed techniques for acquiring CKB from raw text with patterns (Angeli and Manning, 2013) , it has been pointed out that some sorts of knowledge are rarely expressed explicitly in textual corpora (Gordon and Van Durme, 2013) . Therefore, researchers have developed curated CKB resources by manual annotation (Speer et al., 2017) . While manually created knowledge has high precision, these resources suffer from lack of coverage.
Knowledge base completion methods are used to improve the coverage of existing generalpurpose KBs, such as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008; Bordes et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015) . For example, given a node pair ⟨Athens, Greece⟩, a completion method predicts the missing relation "IsLocatedIn". Such KBs consist of wellconnected entities; thus, the completion methods are mainly used to find missing links of the existing nodes. On the other hand, CKBs are very sparse because their nodes contain arbitrary phrases and it is difficult to define all phrases in advance. Therefore, it is important to consider CKB completion that can robustly take arbitrary phrases as input queries, even if they are not contained in the CKBs, to improve the coverage. Li et al. (2016b) proposed an on-the-fly CKB completion model to improve the coverage of CKBs. They defined the CKB completion task as a binary classification distinguishing true knowledge from false knowledge for arbitrary triples. They proposed a simple neural network model that can embed arbitrary phrases on-the-fly and achieved reasonable accuracy for ConceptNet. Here, in order to acquire new knowledge by using a CKB completion model, we have to prepare triplet candidates as input for the completion model, because the model can only verify whether the triple is true or not. Li et al. (2016b) extracted such triplet candidates from the raw text of Wikipedia and also randomly selected from the phrase and relation set of ConceptNet. Extracts from raw text likely contain unseen phrases, i.e., ones which do not exist in the CKB, and these phrases are useful for expanding the node size of the CKB; however, they reported that the quality of triples acquired from Wikipedia were significantly lower than that of combination triples from ConceptNet, because patterns extracted from Wikipedia by using linguistic patterns are noisier than those from ConceptNet. For acquiring new knowledge with high quality, there are still problems with expanding new nodes and with the accuracy of CKB completion.
In this study, we focus on problems of increasing the node size of CKBs and increasing the connectivity of CKBs. We introduce a new commonsense knowledge base generation (CKB generation) task for generating new nodes. We also devise a model that jointly learns the completion and generation tasks. The generation task can generate an arbitrary phrase t 2 from an input query and relation pair ⟨t 1 , r⟩. The joint learning of the two tasks improves the completion task and triples generated by the generation model can be used as additional training data for the completion model.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We define a new task, called commonsense knowledge base generation, and propose a method for joint learning of knowledge base completion and knowledge base generation.
• Experimental results demonstrate that our method achieved state-of-the-art CKB completion results on both ConceptNet and Japanese commonsense knowledge datasets.
• Experimental results show that our CKB generation can generate reasonable knowledge and augmented data generated by the model can improve CKB completion.
Task Definition
Our study focuses on two tasks, CKB completion and CKB generation. We describe the settings of these tasks below.
Problem 1 (CKB completion). 
Proposed Method
The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1 . Our method consists of two models. It performs both the CKB completion task and CKB generation task. Two models share the parameters of a phrase encoder, word embeddings, and relation embeddings. We describe these models in detail in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
CKB Completion Model
The basic structure of our CKB completion model is similar to that of Li et al. (2016b) . The main difference between ours and theirs is that our method learns the CKB completion and generation tasks jointly. The completion model only considers the binary classification task, and therefore, it can be easily overfitted when there are not enough training data. By incorporating the generation model, the shared layers are trained for both binary classification and phrase generation. This is expected to be a good constraint to prevent overfitting.
Previous model Li et al. (2016b) defined a CKB completion model that estimates a confidence score of an arbitrary triple ⟨t 1 , r, t 2 ⟩. They used a simple neural network model to formulate score(t 1 , r, t 2 ) ∈ R.
where
is a phrase representation of concatenating t 1 and t 2 . v r ∈ R dr is a relation embedding for r. g is a nonlinear activation function. Note that we use ReLU for g.
Our model Our CKB completion model is based on Li et al.'s (2016b) . However, the shared structure and the formulation of the phrase representations v 12 are different. Li et al. (2016b) formulate the phrase embedding by using attention pooling of LSTM and a bilinear function.
where J is the word length of phrase t i , u is a linear transformation vector for calculating the attention vector, x i j and h i j are the j th word embedding and hidden state of the LSTM for phrase t i , and v r is the relation embedding. Note that we calculated v 12 for DNN AVG and DNN LSTM by concatenating v 1 and v 2 . We used batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) for v in before passing through the next layer.
CKB Generation Model
We use an attentional encoder-decoder model to generate phrase knowledge. Here, we expected that the quality of the phrase representation would be increased by sharing the BiLSTM and embeddings between the CKB completion and CKB generation models.
For constructing the encoder-decoder model, we use relation information in addition to word sequences. Let X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x J ) be the input word sequences and Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y T ) be the output word sequences. The conditional generation probability of Y is as follows:
where θ is a set of model parameters, s t is a hidden state of the decoder, and c t is a context vector of input sequences that is weighted by the attention probability and calculated as
Here, the BiLSTM, which is the encoder of the CKB generation model, is shared with that of the CKB completion model described in equation (2). As shown in equation (9), we use relation embedding v r as additional input information. There are several related studies on incorporating additional label information in a decoder (Li et al., 2016a) . Although the previous work used additional labels mainly for representing individuality or style information, we use this idea to represent relation information. We also use the technique of tying word vectors and word classifiers (Inan et al., 2016) . The encoder BiLSTM is a singlelayer bidirectional LSTM, and the decoder LSTM is a single-layer LSTM.
We use a triple ⟨t 1 , r, t 2 ⟩ for training the encoder-decoder model. We train our models to be dual directional. In the forward direction, the model predicts t 2 with the input ⟨t 1 , r⟩, and in the backward direction, it predicts t 1 with the input ⟨t 2 , r⟩. Here, since the relation r has a direction, we introduce a new relation r ′ for each r to train dual-directional CKB generation in one model. In the reverse direction, we replace the relation label r with r ′ ; namely, the output is t 1 , and the input is ⟨t 2 , r ′ ⟩. Therefore, in our CKB generation model, the vocabulary size of the relation is twice that of the original relation set.
Training
Loss Function We use the following loss function for training: L(θ) = L c + λL g , where θ is the set of model parameters, L c is the loss function of our CKB completion model, and L g is the loss function of our CKB generation model. We use binary cross entropy for L c .
where τ indicates the triple ⟨t 1 , r, t 2 ⟩, l is a binary variable that is 1 if the triple is a positive example (true triple) and 0 if the triple is a negative example (false triple), which we will explain in the next subsection. σ is a sigmoid function. We formulate the loss function for the encoder-decoder (CKB generation) model by using the cross entropy:
where N is the sample size, T (n) is the number of words in the output phrase, c t is the context vector of the input sequence, and r is the relation label. with the input ⟨t 2 , r ′ ⟩. This idea is inspired by a technique for improving NMT models (Sennrich et al., 2016) . To filter out unreliable candidates, we use the CKB completion score as a threshold. We refer to the generated augmentation data as "auggen" in the experiment section.
Experimental Setup

Data
For the experiments with English, we used the ConceptNet 100K data released by Li et al. (2016b) 1 . The original ConceptNet is a largescale and multi-lingual CKB. However, the evaluation set, which was created from a subset of the whole ConceptNet, consists of data only in English and contains many short phrases including single words. In order to evaluate the robustness of CKB completion models in terms of the language and long phrases, we created a new open-domain Japanese commonsense knowledge dataset, Ja-KB. The statistics of these data are listed in Table 1. There are more relation labels in ConceptNet than in Ja-KB, because we limited the relation types, which often contain nouns and verbs, when creating the Ja-KB data. The relation set of Ja-KB is Causes, MotivatedBy, Subevent, HasPrerequisite, ObstructedBy, Antonym, and Synonym. The average length of phrases in Ja-KB is longer than in ConceptNet because of the data creation process. The details of our dataset are described below:
To create the Ja-KB data, we used crowdsourcing like in Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) (Singh et al., 2002) . Since data annotated by crowd workers is usually noisy, we performed a two-step data collection process to eliminate noisy data. In the data creating step, a crowd worker created triples ⟨t 1 , r, t 2 ⟩ from the provided keywords. The keywords consisted of combinations of nouns and verbs that frequently appeared in Web texts.
Each crowd worker created an arbitrary phrase t 1 (or t 2 ) by using the provided keywords and then selected a relation r ∈ R and created a corresponding phrase t 2 (or t 1 ). In the evaluation step, three workers chose a suitable r ∈ R when they were given ⟨t 1 , t 2 ⟩, which were created by another worker. Since a worker does not know which relation r the creator selected in the creation step, we can measure the reliability of the created knowledge from the overlap of the selected relations. We used triples for which three or more workers selected the same relation label r. In our preliminary study, we found that the accuracy of CKB completion is lower when using low-reliability data.
We randomly selected the test and validation data among the data for which all workers chose the same label. The remaining data were used as training data. For the training data, we added the same number of triples as the evaluator selected same label for considering data reliability. For example, if three evaluators selected the same label for a triple, we added the three triples. For the test and validation data, we randomly sampled negative examples, as described in Section 4, whose size was the same as the number of positive examples according to (Li et al., 2016b ). The details are described in the Supplementary Material.
Model Configurations
We set the dimensions of the hidden layer of the shared BiLSTM to 200, the word and relation embeddings to 200, and the intermediate hidden layer of the completion model to 1000. We set the batch size to 100, dropout rate to 0.2, and weight decay to 0.00001. For optimization, we used SGD and set the initial learning rate to 1.0. We set the reduction of the learning rate to 0.5 and adjusted the learning rate. We set λ of the loss function to 1.0. fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) and Wikipedia text were used to train the initial word embeddings. When generating the augmentation data, we set the threshold score of CKB completion to 0.95 for the ConceptNet data and 0.8 for the Ja-KB data. The additional data amounted to about 200,000 triples.
Baseline Method
CKB completion As baselines, we used the DNN AVG and DNN LSTM models (Li et al., 2016b ) that were described in Section 3.1. To assess the effectiveness of joint learning, we compared our CKB completion model only (proposed w/o CKB generation) and the joint model (proposed w/ CKB generation). Moreover, we evaluated the effectiveness of simply adding augmentation data, as described in Section 4 to the training data (+auggen). We used the accuracy of binary classification as the evaluation measure. The threshold was determined by using the validation1 data to maximize the accuracy of binary classification for each method, as in (Li et al., 2016b) .
CKB generation We used a simple attentional encoder-decoder model that does not use relation information as a baseline (base). We compared the proposed model with and without joint learning (proposed and proposed w/o CKBC). We also evaluated the effectiveness of simply adding augmentation data as described in Section 4 to the training data (+auggen).
Results
CKB completion
Does joint learning method improve the accuracy of CKB completion? Table 2 shows the accuracy of the CKB completion model. The bottom two lines show the best performances reported in (Li et al., 2016b) . The results indicate that our method improved the accuracy of CKB completion compared with the previous method. Our method achieved 0.945 accuracy on the validation2 data. This result is close to human accuracy (about 0.95). By comparing the results of the single model (proposed w/o CKB generation) and joint model (proposed w/ CKB generation), we can see that the joint model improved the accuracy for both ConceptNet and Ja-KB. This indicates that the loss function of CKB generation works as a good constraint for the CKB completion model. Does data augmentation from CKB generation improve the accuracy of CKB completion? Table 2 shows that augmentation data slightly improved the accuracy of both the ConceptNet test data and Ja-KB test data. (Li et al., 2016b) 0.913 0.920 -human (Li et al., 2016b) 0.950 -- Human evaluation for assessing the quality of CKB completion Since negative examples were randomly selected from the whole test set in the experiments described above (Table 2) , it was easy to distinguish some of them as positive and negative examples. To evaluate the ability of CKB completion in a more difficult setting, we eliminated obviously-false triples and performed manual annotation with the remaining triples. Then we conducted a binary classification experiment with these annotated triples. The details are described below: First, we prepared triple candidates by using the ConceptNet and Ja-KB datasets. We replaced one of the phrases of the existing triple with a similar phrase, where the similarity was calculated by using the average of the word embeddings. We made 100 replacement triples per triple. Next, we scored the prepared triples by using our CKB completion model and randomly sampled 500 triples whose CKB completion scores were larger than a threshold. Then, ten annotators gave subjective evaluation scores to all 500 triples. In this evaluation, the annotators rated the degree of agreement with each statement (triple) on 0-4 rating scale (0 = strongly disagree, 4 = strongly agree), where the annotator interpreted each triple as a statement by using the relation explanation. For example, ⟨dog, HasA, tail⟩ means "a dog has a tail". Finally, we sampled the top 100 triples which had small variance from the 500 annotated data and labeled those having average scores of 3 or over with 1 (positive examples; 57% and 55% of the top 100 triples of CN and Ja-KB, respectively) and those having average scores lower than 3 with 0 (negative examples; 43% and 45%). Table 3 indicates the binary classification accuracy for the 100 sampled triples. While the proposed method improved accuracy, the accuracy of +auggen was slightly lower than it. This indicates that we have to select the augmentation data and the thresholds more carefully to improve the accuracy of difficult examples. Moreover, the overall score is lower than the result of Table 2 . This indicates there is room for improving the CKB completion accuracy for difficult examples. To distinguish more difficult examples and improve the accuracy of knowledge acquisition, we have to develop a better negative sampling strategy for training.
CKB generation
It is difficult to evaluate the quality of the CKB generation model directly, since there are many correct phrase candidates in addition to phrases that appear in the test data. For that reason, we evaluated our CKB generation model from different viewpoints.
Can our CKB generation model generate reasonable phrases? To see whether the top-n phrases generated from each query in the test set included the reference phrase that corresponds to the query, we calculated the recall of the reference phrases as follows:
where N match is the number of generated phrases that exactly match the reference phrases. Figure 2 shows the recall of the reference phrases for each CKB generation model. The results shown in the figure are averages over the test queries. Compared with the baseline system, our CKB generation model achieved higher recalls on both ConceptNet and Ja-KB. This indicates that considering relation information worked well. The effectiveness of using augmentation data is also illustrated in Figure 2 . For the Ja-KB data, recall improved as a result of adding augmentation data. Since the phrase length of the node in ConceptNet is shorter than in Ja-KB, it is easier to cover reference phrases for ConceptNet.
Can our CKB generation model generate new phrases? To evaluate the effectiveness of our generation model at increasing the node size of a CKB, we determined whether our model could generate new phrases that are not included in the existing CKB. Figure 3 shows that the average number of such new phrases in the n-best outputs of our model that were generated from a query pair of a phrase and a relation in the test set of ConceptNet and Ja-KB. We can see from the figure that our model could make triples that contain new phrases by generating multiple phrases from a query pair. The figure also plots the average CKB completion score of each generated triple that contains new phrases; the results confirm that the generated triples had a high CKB completion score. Table 4 lists examples of phrases created by the generation model; score-g indicates the logarithmic probability of the generation model, and score-c indicates the score of the completion model. Table 4 : Examples of phrases created using CKB generation model. The relation label "HP" represents HasPrerequisite. t 2 is the generated phrase, and the input is ⟨t 1 , r⟩. * represents that the generated triple is new, and ** represents that the generated t 2 is new.
Generated examples
jective evaluations of the quality of the triples generated with our model. First, we generated two types of query pairs: ones generated from ConceptNet (CN gen) and ones generated from Wikipedia (Wiki gen). In CN gen, we used all phrase and relation pairs ⟨t, r⟩ appearing in the test data. In Wiki gen, we used triples extracted by using the POS tag sequence pattern for each relation according to Li et al. (2016b) and scored each triple with CKB completion scores. Then, we used ⟨t, r⟩ pairs of 10000 triples that had higher scores than a threshold as the input query pairs. Next, we generated a phrase t gen from ⟨t, r⟩ and made new triples ⟨t, r, t gen ⟩ with our CKB generation model. We sorted the generated triples according to the CKB completion score and selected the top-100 new triples for CN gen and Wiki gen. The annotators assigned a (semantic) quality score and grammatical score to each triple. We used a 0-4 degree agreement score (described in 6.1) for evaluating triple quality and a 0-2 score (0. Doesn't make sense. 1. There are some grammatical errors. 2. There are no grammatical errors.) for the evaluation of grammatical quality. We recruited ten annotators who were native speakers of each language.
We show the results in Table 5 . The quality score of each triple of CN gen was quite high. The quality score of Wiki gen was lower than that of CN gen. Since Wikipedia has lots of specific information, it is difficult to extract an input query that is useful for making commonsense knowledge. This tendency is similar to the results reported in Li et al. (Li et al., 2016b) . The grammatical score was high for both CN gen and Wiki gen. 
Related Work
Knowledge base completion for entity-relation triples There are many studies that embed graph structures such as TransE, TransR, HolE, and STransE (Bordes et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015; Nickel et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016) . Their methods aim to learn low-dimensional representations for entities and relationships by using topological features. Although these methods are widely used, they rely on the connectivity of the existing KB and are only suitable for predicting relationships between existing, well-connected entities (Shi and Weninger, 2018) . Therefore, it is difficult to get good representations for new nodes that have no connections with existing nodes. Several studies have added text information to the graph embeddings (Zhong et al., 2015; Wang and Li, 2016; Xiao et al., 2017) . These studies aim to incorporate richer information in the graph embedding. They combine a graph embedding model and a text embedding model into one. The text information they use is the description or definition statement of each node. For example, they would use the description "Barack Obama is the 44th and current President of United States" for the node "Barack Obama" and make better quality embeddings. Although these methods effectively incorporate text information, they assume that the descriptions of entities can be easily acquired. For example, they use the originally aligned descriptions (e.g., DBpedia, Freebase) or descriptions acquired by using a simple entity linking method. Moreover, the methods use topological information, and they are not designed for on-the-fly knowledge base completion.
Knowledge base completion for commonsense triples In commonsense knowledge base completion, the nodes of the KB consist of arbitrary phrases (word sequences), and there are a huge number of unique nodes. In such case, the KB graph becomes very sparse, and consequently, there is almost no merit to considering the topological features of the KBs. Moreover, on-the-fly KBC is needed because we have to handle new nodes as input. It is thus more important to formulate phrase and relation embeddings that can robustly represent arbitrary phrases. There are a few studies on CKB completion models. In particular, Li et al. (2016b) and Socher et al. (2013) proposed a simple KBC model for CKB. The formulations of CKB completion in the two studies are the same, and we evaluated Li et al. (2016b) 's method as a baseline.
Open Information Extraction Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) aims to extract triple knowledge from raw text. It finds triples that have specific predefined relations by using lexical and syntactic patterns (Mintz et al., 2009; Fader et al., 2011) . Several neural-network-based relation extraction methods have been proposed (Lin et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017) . These models construct classifiers to estimate the relation between two arbitrary entities. OpenIE models are trained with sentence-level annotation data or distant supervision, while our model is trained with triples in a knowledge base. Since openIE can extract new triples from raw text, it can be used to make augmentation data for the CKB completion model.
Knowledge generation There are several studies on the knowledge generation task that use neural network models. For example, Hu et al. (2017) proposed an event prediction model that uses a sequence-to-sequence model. Prakash et al. (2016) and Li et al. (2017) proposed a paraphrase generation model. These studies targeted only specific relationships and did not explicitly incorporate relations into the generation model. Our CKB generation model explicitly incorporates relation information into the decoder and can model multiple relationships in one model.
Conclusion
We proposed a new CKB generation task and joint learning method of CKB completion and generation. Experimental results with two commonsense datasets demonstrated that our model has two strengths: it improves the coverage of the knowledge bases. While conventional completion tasks are limited to verifying given triples, our generative model can create new knowledge including new phrases that are not in the knowledge bases. Second, our completion model can improve the verification accuracy. Two characteristics of our completion model contribute to this improvement: (i) the model shares the hidden layers, word embedding, and relation embedding with the generation model to acquire good phrase and relation representations, and (ii) it can be trained with the augmentation data created by the generation model.
In this study, we did not utilize raw text information such as from Wikipedia during training except for pre-trained word embeddings. We would like to extend our method so that it can incorporate raw text information. Moreover, we would like to develop a method that effectively utilizes this commonsense knowledge for other NLP tasks that need commonsense reasoning.
